
“WHITE
DE TH”

SOF in the Snow with Finnish Defense Force
Text & Photos by Gary Sprung

N 1949, Stalin’s Foreign Minister idea. For guidance, they can look at their country's foreign and defense policy. Sol-
Molotov told the foreign minister of neighbor, Finland, which successfully pre- diers on cross-country skis proved decisive
Lithuania, “You must be realistic served its independence and freedom. in Finland‘s struggle during World War ll,
enough to understand that the time of During a visit to Finland, l learned the and they remain critical today.

small nations has passed.“ Today, the details of Finland’s Winter War, and of Stalin dubbed Finnish soldiers the
people of Lithuania refuse to accept that how that experience continues to shape the “White Death" because of their skiing
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ABOVE LEFT: After being drafted into
Finland's defense forces at age 20, every
Finnish male learns how to ski (and ski and
ski and ski). Should an enemy succeed in
crossing border, 700,000 well-trained skiing
soldiers would be armed and waiting.

ABOVE: Young soldier cradles his Finnish
7.62x39mm M76T rie — essentially a Soviet

Y AK-47 with minor changes, manufactured at
Sako’s Tourula Works. Besides Finnish

__=,,,....--._== forces, Qatarians and Indonesians also carry\ the weapon.
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LEFT: Basic strategy of Finnish soldiers is
to hide, blast out of nowhere on skis, hit, then

M5, disappear. To that end, much time is spent
\\/ perfecting technique.
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$88 Finland has applied its expertise in keeping peace with its neighbors in
many corners of the world. Finland entered the U.N. in 1955, and one
year later, began participating in U.N. peacekeeping operations. The
nordic nation has joined. and in many cases directed, nearly every U.N.
military operation since that time. All Finn soldiers involved in U.N.
operations are volunteers.

K Sweden Finland's first role was to send a company to help supervise the
armistice between Egypt and Israel in 1956. The company operated in
the Sinai for two years. Finland joined U.N. forces in Cyprus in 1964 with
a battalion that stayed until 1977. Finn officers continue today to
participate there.

Finland's role in the Middle East continued with the 1973 war between
Israel and its neighbors. The nation sent a battalion of more than 600 men
to supervise the cease-fire in the Gulf of Suez area. When Egypt and
lsrael signed a peace treaty in 1979, the Finn forces were moved to the
Golan Heights area to supervise that cease-fire. Finland also has helped
with problems in southern Lebanon since 1982.

The longest Finnish presence in U.N. forces was in the "cease-fire“
$1 Baltic between India and Pakistan, begun in 1961 and still continuing. The

~»"<’ Sea Finns also participated in the Iran-Iraq cease-fire.
Finland often works in close cooperation with other nordic nations in

U.N. military training. Currently, responsibility for training is shared by
-rC @':= --_ four countries: Finland trains military observers; Sweden trains staff

officers; Denmark trains officers for the military police; and Nonivay trains officers of logistics and transport units. Finland also maintains
as a standby force a motorized infantry battalion of 700 men ready to jump into future U.N. operations.

Soviet Union ‘

—— G.S.

and winter-survival abilities. Also, the military camps teach them how to com- “We must say the night is not our enemy;
Finns inicted casualties of 10 to one bine skiing with soldiering. But Finland’s we are allied with the darkness in Finland.
against the Soviets. Today, the Soviets military leaders fear that as the population There are four good generals in Finland:
have leamed the same skills, but they have further urbanizes, more and more young General Winter, General Night, General
no desire to again face their neighbor in men will enter the service without the Forest and General Lake."
conict. basic skiing skills. Finland pursues a policy of strict neu-

flwere a Soviet army commander,l Military skis may seem odd to experi- trality. lts primary goal is to retain its
would dread the thought of attacking enced cross-country recreationists. They national independence. It abides by a

Finland. As soon as my forces are long, from 210-250 centimeters, and principle of keeping out of all military
crossed the 1,200-kilometer border, therefore very heavy. Widths are around alliances to avoid getting involved in

they would encounter resistance far more 80-100mm, wider than many alpine skis, “great power“ conicts. This policy has
organized than the Vietnamese, far more but they have no sidecut. This design may been in effect since the nation's beginning.
dedicated that the Afghans. l'd especially seem awkward, but it serves to keep Finns take pride that their Parliament has
want to avoid winter, when the Finns’ soldiers on top of the snow, so they don't met without interruption since I912, and
cross-country skiing expertise might put have to break trail through deep snow that they havelived under one constitution
me at aserious disadvantage. while approaching “the enemy." (The since their independence in 1917. They

Finland has 700,000 pairs of skis se- Finns never speak of the Soviet Union as remained unoccupied and unconquered
questered for the possibility of invasion. lt their enemy; they want the Soviets to feel during World War ll.
has 700.000 men trained in winter warfare, secure and comfortable with them.) hile visiting with members
ready to spring up with fierce loyalty to I was most impressed by the APCs the of the Finnish Telemark So-
their goal of maintaining an independent, Finn soldiers use. Two cabs on four ciety, l learned that each
Western-style nation. ln this homogeneous separate tracks, with a rotating power person had served in the
culture with universal conscription to the linkage between, allow the two halves to military and recalled the experience favor-
defense forces, controversy over the mili- twist and turn independently. The vehi- ably. But they had no desire whatsoever to
tary is nearly nonexistent. lf anything, cles' narrow width lets them squeeze employ their soldiering skills. Nor is there
many men enjoy the infrequent require- between trees. Each machine carries 24 any impetus to get involved in military
ments to get out in the nation's vast forests men and tows another 24 skiers behind on actions, except participation in U.N.
and reinvigorate their outdoor survival and ropes. At the Joensuu base, these vehicles peacekeeping missions. Finland has pro-
defense skills. were put to use as ski-track setters, vided more U.N. soldiers per capita than

Knowledge of terrain is critical to the providing a network of 30 kilometers for any other nation.
nation's defense strategy. All officers both soldiers and local civilians. Off-duty The Finns’ national sport, cross-country
travel the land to learn the geography, soldiers were scurrying around with full skiing, brings them into intimate and
while local experts know every stone and biathlete gear; off-duty officers coached. regular contact with the beauty and mys-
every nook and cranny of the forests and The basic strategy of skiing soldiers is tery of nature. This occurs even during
the Lapland hills. They know where to to use the terrain to hide, to suddenly military service. The base in Joensuu was.
hide, where the high spots are — where the appear out of nowhere, to hit, then disap- in fact, quite beautiful, with a lush pine
forestwilloffer adequate concealment, but pear — in other words, ambush. Should forest and an expansive frozen lake. I

not too tight for slinky armored personnel “the enemy” succeed in advancing into suspect this appreciation of nature is one
carriers (APCs). Finnish territory, the army, in essentially a key factor in the evolution ofone ofearth’s

Every Finnish man must enter military mechanized guerrilla tactic, would burn all “most civilized peoples."
service at age 20 for eight or ll months of houses, leaving no shelter.
training. Nearly every one of these con- Kari Kytomaa, a partisan army reserve Gary Sprung is a freelance writer who
scripts already know the art of skiing. The officer, felt eager to explain the strategy: lives in Crested Butte, Colorado?
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